New SS4A Funds Announced

SS4A is a federal grant program that supports the USDOT National Roadway Safety Strategy.

The funding is part of the broader Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA) and supports local and regional initiatives to prevent death and serious injury on roads and streets, known as the Vision Zero program.

The initial Notice of Funding Opportunity (NOFO) earmarked up to $5 billion in appropriated funding available through FY26.

The program will provide funding for both action-plan and implementation grants. Cities, MPOs, counties and other local governments are eligible to apply.

How ClearGuide Can Help

Iteris’ ClearGuide® smart mobility software helps agencies improve safety and mobility by analyzing large amounts of complex transportation data to provide insights for smart, data-driven operations and planning decisions.

The ClearGuide Safety package is uniquely suited to help Vision Zero agencies secure SS4A funding.

With ClearGuide Safety, agencies can reduce speeding by targeting countermeasures at true speeding hotspots, measure the benefits of safety improvement projects, and identify red-light running and pedestrian safety risks at intersections. ClearGuide Safety enables agencies to implement the right solutions in the right places and measure their impacts.

USDOT has indicated that SS4A grant applications that embrace “innovative technologies and strategies” will be prioritized.

Deadline

- Notice of Funding Opportunity is now OPEN
- Apply by July 10, 2023, at 2:00 p.m. PDT on Grants.gov
- No late applications will be accepted
- Find additional resources at Transportation.gov

Contact Iteris

Have questions about ClearGuide or the grant application writing process? Connect with an Iteris expert or request a free ClearGuide demo.